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Let L be an arbitrary linear partial differential operator and let f be an 
almost periodic function for t in R”‘. In this paper we present sufficient condi- 
tions that a bounded solution li of Lu = f be almost periodic. Our work 
generalizes the theorem of Sibuya [5] for Poisson’s equation and the theorems 
of Favard [3] and Bochner [1] for ordinary differential equations. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we will study the question of existence of almost periodic 
solutions of the system of linear partial differential equations 
on R”, where Li is an arbitrary linear partial differential operator on R” 
given by 
Lij = 2 arriiDa 
u 
and the summation is finite. (We use the standard notation for partial dif- 
ferential operators (cf. [2]). It will be more convenient to write the system (1) 
in the form 
Lu =f, (2) 
where II and f are now viewed as mappings of R” into R”. The order k of 
L is defined to be the maximum of the orders of the Li , i.e., k denotes the 
highest order derivative appearing in Eq. (1). 
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We will assume that the coefficients u,,~ andfi are continuous and almost 
periodic functions of t = (tl,..., tnl) in R”. Recall that g is an almost periodic 
function of t in Rm if for every sequence /3’ = {pn’} in R”, there is a subse- 
quence /3 = {,Yn} such that limg(t + /3J converges uniformly for t in R’“. 
This notion of almost periodicity, which is due to Bochner for the case 
R”’ = R’, is equivalent to the Bohr concept of almost periodicity, which is 
defined in terms of a relatively dense set of translation numbers. 
We define the huZ1 H(L,f) to be the collection of all linear partial differential 
equations L*u =f* where the coefficients a$ and fi* are related to aaij 
and fi by 
lim U,,j(t + Pn) = ao*ij(t) and limf<(t + fin) = fi*(t), t E Rw’, (3) 
for some sequence /I = {pn}, M K 1s independent of OL, i, and j. Since aaij rh’ h . 
is assumed to be almost periodic the limit in Eqs. (3) is in fact uniform for 
all t in W, although we shall only require pointwise convergence in Eqs. (3) 
to define the hull. H(L, 0) will denote the hull of the homogeneous equation 
Lu = 0. 
A solution u of Eq. (2) is said to be F-bounded if u = (z+ ,..., u,) together 
with all derivatives up to and including order k are bounded and uniformly 
continuous on Ii”‘. 
Our first theorem is concerned with classical solutions of Eq. (2). 
THEOREM 1. Let L be a linear partial differential operator of order k 
and assume that the coeficients aaij and fi are almost periodic functions of t in 
R”‘. Assume further that every P-bounded solution of every homogeneous 
equation L*v = 0 in the hull H(L, 0) is almost periodic. If u is a CF-‘-bounded 
solution of any equation L*u = f * in the hull H(L, f ), then u is almost periodic. 
This theorem generalizes to partial differential equations similar results 
of Favard [3] and Bochner [I] for ordinary differential equations. The proof 
of this theorem, which we present in Section 3, follows essentially the argu- 
ment of Bochner, with appropriate modifications for partial differential 
equations. 
The concept of Ck-boundedness requires that the highest order derivative 
be uniformly continuous as well as bounded. In certain special cases one 
can prove that boundedness implies uniform continuity. For example, this is 
true for ordinary differential equations. It is also true for Poisson’s equation 
Au = f, provided one uses the concept of a “solution in the sense of distribu- 
tion” (cf. [2, 51). 
The second problem we study in this paper is the question of extending 
Theorem 1 to include the study of generalized solutions or, as they are also 
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called, solutions in the sense of distribution. In particular we study the 
behavior of bounded solutions of weakly coupled systems of the form 
Aui + i adjuj = fL , 1 <i<n, (4) 
1=1 
where A is the Laplacian operator and the coefficients aij and fi are almost 
periodic functions of t in R”‘. Once again it is more convenient to write 
Eq. (4) in the form 
Auf--lu=f. (5) 
The hull of Eq. (5) is defined to be the collection H(A, f) of all partial 
differential equations 
Au+ A*u =f*, 
where the coefficients A* and f * are related to 9 and f by 
A*(t) = Km A(t + j3,) and f*(t) == lim f (t + Bn), t E R”, 
for some sequence /3 = {j&} in R’“. For the homogeneous equation 
Aw + Av = 0, the hull is simply H(A, 0). 
We define a generalized solution of Eq. (5) to be a continuous function 
u: R” - RR with the property that for every P-function $ : R” --f Rn with 
compact support one has 
1 [@, A#) + (A% 4~1 dt = J‘ (fj +) dt. 
Rm Rm 
We use (u, u) to denote an inner product on R” and j u ( = (u, u)rj2 
the induced norm. 
For Eq. (5) we can prove the following result 
THEOREM 2. (A) Let A and f be almost periodic functions of t in R”‘. 
Assume that if v is any nontrivial bounded generalized solution of any homo- 
geneous equation Av + r2*0 = 0 in the hull H(A, 0), then 
inf{\ v(t)\ : t E R”} > 0. 
If there exists a bounded generalized solution u of Eq. (5), then there exists an 
almost periodic generalized solution J of Eq. (5). 
(B) If every bounded generalized solution of every homogeneous equation 
in the hull H(A, 0) is almost periodic, then every bounded generalized solution 
of Eq. (5) is almost periodic. 
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Theorem 2 includes as a special case the theorem of Sibuya for Poisson’s 
equation, which one gets by setting n = 1 and A = 0 (cf. [5]). In this case, 
the only bounded generalized solutions of the homogeneous equation Au = 0 
are constant functions. 
Also if one sets m = 1 and replaces A with the ordinary differential opera- 
tor D, where Du, = duJdt, then our theorem includes the well-known 
result of Favard [3, pp. 9&94] for ordinary differential equations. 
The proof of Theorem 2 is given in Section 4. 
2. ALMOST PERIODIC AND ALMOST AUTOMORPHIC FUNCTIONS 
The concept of almost periodicity can be reformulated in terms of certain 
translation operators T, (cf. Bochner [l]). More precisely, let fi = (fin} be 
any sequence in R”’ and let .f: RI” -+ Rn be any continuous function. If the 
limit 
limf(t + PJ = g(t) (6) 
exists for each t in R’“, then we define Te byg = T,f. 
The next lemma gives the desired characterization of almost periodicity. 
It was proved originally for complex-valued functions of a real variable by 
Bochner [I], but the same argument applies in the more general case. 
LEnrnzA 1 (Bochner). A continuous function f : R”’ + R” is almost periodic 
in t if and only if,for any two sequences /3’ and y’, there exist subsequences /3 and 
y such that 
TB+vf = T,T,f (7) 
Note that Eq. (7) is equivalent to 
A continuous function f : R” -+ Rn is said to be almost automorphic if 
for any sequence p’ there is a subsequence ,6 such that 
T-,Tef = f. (8) 
It is clear that every almost periodic function is almost automorphic. 
Before we turn to the proof of our theorems, let us comment briefly on 
behavior of the limit in Eq. (6). This limit is only assumed to exist point- 
wise. However, the only time we shall apply the translation operator T, 
will be to functions f that are bounded and uniformly continuous. Therefore 
the limit in Eq. (6) will actually be uniform on compact sets in R”. 
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3. PROOF OF THEOREM 1 
The proof of this theorem follows the argument of Bochner [l] used for 
studying ordinary differential-difference equations. The first step is to show 
that Theorem 1 remains valid if one replaces “almost periodic” with “almost 
automorphic.” The concept of the hull in this case is the same as defined 
above for almost periodic functions. 
LEMMA 2. Let L be a linear partial d$$rential operator of order k and 
assume that the coeficients aaij and fi are almost automorphic functions of t 
in R”. A ssume further that every F-bounded solution of t~ery homogeneous 
equation L*v = 0 is almost automorphic. If u is a F-bounded solution of any 
equation L*u = f * in the hull, then u is almost automorphic. 
Proof. Let 4, denote the translation operator TM,T, . Then a continuous 
function g: R” 4 R” is almost automorphic if and only if for every sequence 
8’ there is a subsequence /3 such that A,g = g. 
Since the coefficients aaii and fi are almost automorphic, for every sequence 
/3’ there is a subsequence j3 such that all the limits TBauij and Tsfi exist. 
If we let LB denote the partial differential operator with coefficients Tea,ij , 
then by picking a subsequence if necessary, Lu = f implies that 
TeLu = L,(Teu) = TBf. 
If we apply T-o to the last equation, and by picking a further subsequence if 
necessary, we get 
AeLu = L(Aeu) = f, (9) 
since the coefficients are almost automorphic. By subtracting Lu = f from 
Eq. (9) we get L(rZ,u - u) = 0. It follows from the hypothesis that r2,u - u 
is almost automorphic, hence we have A,24 = u + g, where g is almost 
automorphic. Now by applying A, successively, and by taking further 
subsequences if necessary, we get AD% = u + ng or 
g = n-‘(Aan24 - u). (10) 
Clearly we have 11 A,u 1lo3 < 11 u llm , where [j . IlD denotes the supnorm. It 
then follows from Eq. (9) that II g Ilrn < n-l 2 I/ u Ilrn . Since n is arbitrary we 
have g = 0. Hence A,u = u. Q.E.D. 
The next lemma gives another characterization of almost periodicity. 
LEMMA 3. Let g: Rm, + Rn be a continuous function. Then g is almost 
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periodic in t if and only if for any two sequences /3’ and y’ there exist subsequences 
/I and y such that 
(i) T,T,,g is almost automorphic, and 
(ii) Bg = g, 
where 
B = T-,,+,,W, . 
Proof. If (i) and (ii) hold, then by applying Tc,,,, to Bg = g and by 
taking a subsequence if necessary, we get 
TeT,g = T(a+y)T-(o+,,TJ,g = T(,+,)gt 
hence g is almost periodic. 
Conversely if g is almost periodic then for any two sequences /3’ and y’ 
there exist subsequences /I and y such that the limits TeT,,g, T(,+,)g, and 
Bg exist. Furthermore each of these three functions is almost periodic, 
and therefore almost automorphic. Hence (i) holds and 
Bg = T-,,+,,TJ’,z = T-(e+v)T(e+,,g = g, 
i.e., (ii) holds. Q.E.D. 
Proof of Theorem 1. We begin by following the argument of Lemma 2 but 
now using the operator B instead of A, . Since the coefficients aEdj and fi 
are almost periodic if we apply the operator B to Lu = f we get 
BLu = L(Bu) = f. (11) 
More precisely, for any two sequences /I’ and y’ there exist subsequences /3 
and y such that Eq. (11) holds for B = T- (a+v) TeT,. By subtracting Lu = f 
from Eq. (11) we get L(Bu - u) = 0. By the hypothesis of Theorem 1, 
we see that Bu = u + g, where g is almost periodic. Now by applying B 
successively and using the same argument as used in Lemma 2 we conclude 
that g = 0. Hence Bu = u. 
If we show that, for appropriate subsequences, the function T,T,u is 
almost automorphic, then it will follow from Lemma 3 that u is almost 
periodic. However, if we apply TeT, to Lu = f, and by taking a subsequence 
if necessary, we get 
LB.G’JP) = T&f, 
where L,,, is the operator with coefficients TBTvaaij . Lemma 3 assures us 
that T,T,f is almost automorphic, and Lemma 2 then implies that T,T,,u 
is almost automorphic. Q.E.D. 
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Remark 1. The definition of P’-boundedness can be relaxed somewhat. 
All we really need is that the derivatives Dauj , which correspond to nonzero 
coefficients aaij , be bounded and uniformly continuous in R”‘. 
Remark 2. The same methods can also be applied to partial differential- 
difference operators where Lij is now of the form 
Li,uj(t) = C C aaijlrDaUj(t + arL)! 
h r, 
where both summations are finite. The corresponding theorem has exactly 
the same form as Theorem 1. 
4. PROOF OF THEoREhl 2 
In Theorem 1 we showed that the given P-bounded solution u is almost 
periodic. For Theorem 2(A), we seek an existence theorem. The almost 
periodic solution need not be the given bounded solution. We shall show that 
there exists a unique solution Zz of Au + Au = f with minimum supnorm. 
We will then show that zi is almost periodic. Throughout this section we 
shall use the term “solution” to refer to the concept of “generalized solution” 
defined above. 
LEMMA 4. ,4ssume that the hypotheses of Theorem 2(A) are satisfied. If 
for some equation Au + 8% = f * in the hull H(A, f) there exists an almost 
periodic solution u*, then every equation in the hull has an almost periodic solu- 
tion. 
Proof. If j3 = {/Sn} is a sequence in R”’ such that the limits Teu*, T,A* 
and Te f * exist, then Teu* is an almost periodic solution of 
Au + T,A*u = Tof *. 
Finally as we vary p over all such sequences (ToA*, Te f *) assumes every 
value in the hull H(A, f). Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 5. Let A and f be bounded on Rnl and assume that u is a bounded 
solution of Au + Au = f with I/ u ljT < B. Then there is a constant K, depending 
on B, I/ A /Is and 11 f jlT , but not on u, such that 
/ u(t) - u(s)1 < K I t - s I . 
For a proof of Lemma 5 we refer to Courant [2, Chap. 41. 
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For each (A*, f *) in the hull H(rZ, f) and for each real number B, 
O<B<a, we define the solution set G(A*,f *; B) to be the collection 
of all solutions u of du + J*u =f* with 11 u /IxI < B. We let 
G(B) = (J G(A*,f*; B), 
where the union is taken over all (A*,.f *) in the hull H(A,f). 
LEMMA 6. Let A and f be bounded on R*‘. Then for each B, the solution set 
G(A, f; B) is a compact subset of C(R”‘, R”) in the topology of untform con- 
vergence on compact sets. 
Proof. The fact that the solution set G(A, f; B) is relatively compact 
follows from the Arzela-Ascoli Theorem and Lemma 4. Furthermore, it is 
easily verified that G(A, f; B) is closed, hence it is compact. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 7. .4ssume that the hypotheses of Theorem 2(A) are satisjed. Then 
for each B, the solution set G(B) is a compact subset of C(R’“, R”) is the topology 
of uniform convergence on compact sets. 
Proof. Since the hypotheses of Theorem 2(A) are satisfied the norms 
I( A* Ijrn and 11 f * lIm are bounded as (A*, f *) vary over the hull H(A, f). It 
then follows from Lemma 4 and the Arzela-Ascoli Theorem that G(B) is 
relatively compact. However, if {un} is a sequence in B(B) with 
where (A, , fn) E H(-4, f) and un ---f u*, then by choosing a suitable sub- 
sequence if necessary, we have (A, , fJ + (A*, f *) in H(A, f). So by the 
dominated convergence theorem we get 
I Ku*, 4) + (A*u*, Rm 41 dt = Jhm (f *, 6) & 
that is, U* E G(A*, f *; B). Hence G(B) is closed and therefore compact. 
Q.E.D. 
The solution set G(A, f; B) may be empty. However, the hypotheses of 
Theorem 2(A) imply that for some B, G(A, f; B) is nonempty. 
LEMMA 8. Assume that the hypotheses of Theorem 2(A) are satisfied and 
let B be any real number with the property that G(A, f; B) is nonempty. Then 
for every (A*, f *) in the hull H(A, f), the solution set G(A*, f *; B) is non- 
empty. 
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Proof. Let u EG(A,~; B) and let (d*, f *) E H(A, f). Now choose a 
sequence p in R* so that Te.4 = i4*, TBf = f * and so that the limit Teu 
exists. It follows then that T,u is a solution of Au + A*u = f*. Since 
11 Teu jlic z; /I u [jr , we see that T,u E G(A*, f *; B). Q.E.D. 
For the rest of the argument we shall fix B, so that the solution sets 
E(A*,f*; B) are nonempty. 
For each (A*,f*) in the hull H(A,f) we define 
v(A*, f *) =: inf{li u II=: u E G(-4*, f *; B)}. 
(It is easy to verify that Y does not depend on the choice of B we made above.) 
WeshallsaythatasolutiontiofAu+ A*u =f*optimalifIlziIim <v(A*,f*). 
We can now prove the following interesting fact about optimal solutions. 
LEMMA 9. Assume that the hypotheses of Theorem 2(A) are satisjied. Then 
for each (A*,f*) in the hull H(A,f) th ere is precisely one optimal solution ti of 
Au+ A*u =f*. 
Proof. First we shall establish existence. Let {un} be a sequence of solu- 
tions in G(A*, f *; B) with 11 u,, /lac + v(A*, f *). It follows from the compact- 
ness of G(A*, f *; B) that we can also assume that {u,} converges uniformly 
on compact sets in R R to a solution P in G(A*, f *; B). Finally it is clear 
that 11 lllj < lim 11 u, II= = v(A*, f *), hence C is an optimal solution. 
Now we shall prove uniqueness. Let zi, and 1, be two optimal solutions of 
Au+A*u=f*.Thenu=(~,+1,)/2isalsoasolutionofAu+A*u=f* 
and v = (z& - z&)/2 is a solution of the homogeneous equation 
Au + A*u = 0. If zi, # zi, , then there is an OL > 0 such that 
inf{l v(t)1 : t E Rrn} 3 (Y, 
by the hypotheses of Theorem 2. On the other hand, in terms of the inner 
product on R”, we get 
I +)I” + I @)I” = H,-,(t), u’&)) + HW, Ii,(t)) < v(A*,f *Y. 
Hence 
( u(t)jz < v(A*, f *)’ - 1 o(t)l* < v(A*, f *)* - LX*, 
or I/ u (lrn < v(A*, f *), which contradicts the fact that Y(A*, f *) < /( u llm . 
Hence 6, = z& . Q.E.D. 
We will want to show that if we apply a shift operator TB to an optimal 
solution ii, that this will map 6 onto another optimal solution. For this we will 
need the following result. 
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LEMMA 10. Assume that the hypotheses of Theorem 2(A) are satisfied. 
Define v,, by 
y0 = inf{v(s*,f*): (A*,f*) E H(A,f)}. 
Then for all (A*,f*) in the hull H(A,f) one has v(rl*,f*) = q,. 
Proof. First we shall show that there is an (&, ,f-,) in the hull H(A,f) 
such that v0 = “(A,, ,fs). Pick a sequence {(& ,f,J} in the hull such that 
4% 3 fn.) - “0 . Let {&} denote the corresponding optimal solutions. Since 
{&} belong to the compact set G(B) and since H(A,f) is compact, we can 
find convergent subsequences, say that zi, --f zio , A, + A, , and fn --f f. . It 
follows from the argument of Lemma 7 that Co is a solution of Au + ,4,u = f. . 
Furthermore, one has 
44, , fO) d II Zz, L < lim II % /Im = lim 4% ,fn) = v. < 4A. ,fo). 
Now by applying Lemma 8 with B = y. we see that for all (A*, f *) in 
the hull H(A, f), the solution set G(A*,f *; vo) is nonempty. This implies 
that ~(-4 *, f *) < v. . Since one always has v. < v(-4*, f *), we get 
v. = I(.4*, f *). Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 11. Assume that the hypotheses of Theorem 2(A) are satisfied and 
let C be the unique optimal solution of Au + Au = f. Then i is almost periodic 
on R”. 
Proof. We shall apply Lemma 1. Let fi’ and y’ be arbitrary sequences in 
R’“. Now choose subsequences /I and y so that the following limits exist: 
T& T,,4, T,f, T,T,J, TBT,4 TJ,f, TB+,C TB+,4 and T,,,f. 
Since II 12 llcc < v. , it is clear that /I TsTyzi 11% < v. and II TB+$ /Ia < v. . 
Hence TeT,,ti is the unique optimal solution of the equation 
Au + T,T,.4u = T,T,f, w 
and T,+,ti is the unique optimal solution of 
Au + TB,,du = T&,f. (13) 
Since the coefficients A and f are almost periodic, Eq. (12) and (13) are 
precisely the same, hence T,T,zi = TB+,,zi, .e., zi is almost periodic. 
Lemma 11 completes the proof of Theorem 2(A). The proof of Theorem 
2(B) can be completed by applying the methods used in Section 3. We shall 
not present the details here. Q.E.D. 
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Remark. The full strength of the hypotheses of Theorem 2(A) was not 
used in Lemmas 7-10. For example, Lemma 7 would be true if we only 
assumed the hull H(A,f) to be compact. Lemma 8 is true under the assump- 
tion that the hull H(rZ,f) be a compact minimal set. (See [4] for definition.) 
Lemmas 9 and 10 use the assumption that inf{l v(t)l: t E R”“) > 0, together 
with the fact that the hull N(A, f) is a compact minimal set. It follows there- 
fore that Theorem 2 remains valid if we replace “almost periodic” with 
“almost automorphic.” 
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